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'Author Ernest Klein Portuguese Theme Literary Genre SF Armada is the second book published by American writer Ernest Klein in 2015 after the success of the book Lady Player One. It's a science fiction novel. The story follows addicting teenagers to online games to defend planet Earth from alien
invasions and discover that the game is actually a simulator for preparing and training the Earth's population of impending alien invasions. Zach Lightman's plot is a typical American teenager with a reputation for being caught up in the mess. In parallel with this, he is one of the highest ranked players in
the world for video games Armada (named title in English and Portuguese). Armada is a science fiction-themed online aerial combat simulation game in which the Earth Defense Alliance (ADT) is trying to save The Earth from alien invasions. One day, in the middle of a normal class, Zach looks through a
window what seems to be a spaceship reminiscent of one of the game Armada's spaceships. After returning home, he flips over the creatures of his late father (Xavier Lightman) and finds a note in his father's theory of government conspiracy, including American pop culture films (Star Wars, Navigator
Flight, Last Starfighter), books (Enders Games), and video games about alien invasion and military simulation. On the same day at the video game store where he is working part-time, his boss Ray presents him with new controls for the game Armada as an early gift from his graduation. He will test new
controls on new special missions available in Armada, including directly attacking the alien's home planet, but the Earth's army will fail the game mission. The next morning, a spaceship with the Earth Defense Alliance (ADT) logo lands in front of the school while Zach is involved in a battle with Douglas
Notcher at school. Ray is one of the residents and invites Zach to join him at a super secret facility in Nebraska. So he plans to invade Earth with the same spaceships that the ADT is real and that European aliens are one of the planet Jupiter's satellites (in a book nicknamed Soburkai) used in Armada
games, and learn that ADT uses the game to identify and train skilled soldiers to fly drone ships in Earth's defense against aliens. ADT reveals to him that aliens plan mass attacks divided into three stages and that the first phase will take place within eight hours. Immediately after the briefing, the
nebraska bases they meet will be attacked by a smaller fleet. In the heat of battle, Zack disassoning orders and chasing invading ships with drones through one of the tunnels.We are aware that alien ships are turning on the self-destruction system and destroying hundreds of ADT drones. Despite being
blamed for the destruction, Zach was re-arrested by Admiral Vance and sent to a new top secret base on the dark side of the moon, as automatic protection measures were not caused by entering the tunnel with the alien ship. When he arrives at the moon base, he discovers that Xavier, his father, who
was responsible for the operation disguised his death many years ago and is now an ADT general. In the first wave of alien attacks, the ADT base on the dark side of the moon is attacked by alien drones. The new employee will do something to protect it at first, but in the end it will fail and they will have to
flee to Earth. Zack and his father begin to theory that alien invasions, like aliens, are only a test to know how the Earth's population reacts in human extinction scenarios. One of the reasons he believes this is that the attack was warned 40 years ago, that is, the earth was long enough to prepare for
defense. They discovered that a space probe sent to a European satellite decades ago was actually an Earthling bomb sent in response to a threat that could have been given to images misunderstood by humans who first attacked and started the war. Zack and his father have still discovered that Earth
will send a second bomb to a European satellite and hit the site at the same time as the second wave of alien attacks that cause it to cause guaranteed mutual destruction. With the start of the second wave, Xavier will launch an attack and sacrifice himself by guaranteeing that he will be able to escort new
nuclear bombs and fire drones destroying ground weapons before destroying European satellites, even though ground forces are trying to stop flying. As soon as ground weapons are destroyed, all alien forces to invade will be automatically debaseed and drones and attack forces will stop attacking. The
22ndhedron, which appears in 2009 from the frozen sea of European satellites, identifies himself as a user. At this point, he still controls the drone that destroyed the bomb near Jupiter's satellite, so only Zach can see it. It reveals itself as a machine created by a galactic community of alien civilizations
who call themselves sodality. The supercomputer-only handyman adjusted the whole situation and adjusted peace despite attempts to invade man and destroy Europe as a test to see if humanity can live in peace with the Sodality Group.We won at the cost of life to guarantee peace. This gives Zach the
option to enter the society for Zack, who accepts it on behalf of the entire planet Earth, and as soon as he does, a third wave of ships enters the Earth's atmosphere, but this time it will help survivors and restore Planet Earth. Zack later take the job of Earth Ambassador to the community to learn the true
intentions of aliens. Background The whole story unfolds about how humans react in mass extinction events caused by non-ground aggression, whether to ensure that mutual destruction is the solution to the problem, or whether there are enough calm and cold people in the midst of confusion and war to
solve the problem without complaining of the destruction of both species. Armada Reception was considered a bestseller in the New York Times, debuted in fourth place and was listed for five weeks. America's criticism was almost negative. The Washington Post described the book as nostalgic
narcissism [1] The Boston Globe described it as a ready-made film script, but in Forha de Sao Paulo, Brazil, nostalgia The boring exercise of complaining truncated this book with a star (Bom)[2], and a half-bit site specializing in otaku culture showed the average score of the book giving it the maximum
score (5.5). In December 2015, Klein announced that it had sold Almada's rights to Universal Pictures for 7 zero. In April 2018, Universal hired Dan Mazo to co-write film scripts with Klein and producers Dylan Clarke and Dan Farra. [5] Also the last Starfighter – see the 1980s movie that inspired the book.
Render's Game – A 1980s science fiction book deals with a simulation that represents a real battle without a person leading the simulation who knows that the scenario actually presented is real. The nostalgic narcissism of Armada by Opinion Ernest Klein. Washington Post Consulting on June 3, 2019:
Reference Collage, 'Armada' may also put people in the game - 14/11/2015 - Illustrations. Forha de Sao Paulo acquires 3 June 2019 - Review - Lady Player One, by the author of Armada'. Half-bit. Acquired On August 20, 2017 June 3, 2019 , Snyder, Dave McNally, Jeff; Universal set sails with 'Armada'
variety. Acquired June 3, 2019 by McNally, Dave; Universal advances with Ernest Klein's SF 'Armada' movie. Variety. Consultation from June 3, 2019
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